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Abstract. There exist very efficient algorithms to decide whether a graph it; planar. How diGcult 
can it be to decide whether a graph is embeddable in some specified subset. S of the plane? It is 
shown that the time complexity of such embeddability problems can be prescibed in the following 
sense. To every class C of graphs one can associate a path-connected subset y(C) of the plane, 
defined as a topological realization of aii qgropriati: countable graph, in such a way that the 
problem of recognizing the class C is polynomial time equivalent to tEc problem of testing 
embeddability in p(C). Incidentally, a similar result is proved on combinatc:triaP embeddabiiity in 
infinite graphs. 
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All graph theo rz!k terminol!Jgy not defined here can be found in Bondy and Murty 
[I]. A graph G is defined as a pair ( V, E), where V is any set (vertkes), E (edges) aset 
of 2-subsets of K A labeled graph is a graph with as vertex set the firs,t n positive 
integers, n al,V={e,..., n}. Thus a labeled graph is always finite. Throughout this 
paper the set of all labeled graphs is denoted !I% Clearly G is countable. The edges of a 
labeled graph G with n vertices and tp1 edges can be ordered lexicographically 
et Y’*** e, SO that if ei = (xi19 xia}, ej = {Xjl, xjz}, xi1 < Xi29 x61 <x~Z~ then i <j if and1 
only if 
Then G is encoded by the sequence 
s(G) = n, XII, x12, x21, ~22~ . . . 9 xml, XA 
Clearly s(G) = s( G’) only if G = G’. Some graphs and their code sequences appear in 
Fig. 1, 
Formally, an algorithm is thought of as a determinisitic Turing machine. (For 
pratik defiriitiotis see: Hermes [4] and Rogers [S].) We consider also rekztioe 
al~pithms~ L;e: Turing machines with oracles, We recall [$I that in a Turing machine 
with oracles no particular oracle set is given; such a machine is &@y a 
maichine with special states q, y, n called the q’uery sIrate, yes stare and no sate, 
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lespp;=fively. The working of a relative algorithm is determined only if an oracle set is 
specified. IMore precisely, we may suppose that the Turing machine has a special 
oracle and whenever the que:iry state is entered, the following state is y or n, according 
to whether the word on thle oracle tape belongs or not to the oracle set. The cost of 
such a state transition from 13 to y or n is one time unit, whatever the length of the 
word written on the oracle tape Is. Absolute algorithms can then be considered as 
relative algorithms in which the query state is never entered. A polynomial time 
relative algorithm is oi le for which there exists a polynomial p(x) over the integers PO 
that for every oracle set S and ci:very input G of sj,ze n, the running time of the 
algorithm is at most p(n). The absolute value of an intc:ger is taken as its size. The size 
of a sequence of integers is the sum of the sizes of its terms. The size of a labeled graph 
is the number of its vc.rtices. 
We shell1 not use the Turing machine language ~~xl*)licitly and algorithms hall be 
,written in Pidgin Algcbl or informally. 
Let C and C’ be subsets of G. We say that C is polpornial’ time reducible to C’, if 
there is a polynomial time relative algorithm A, such that A with oracle set C’ 
decides for every labeled graph G whether G E C’. (I$ee Cook [2] and also Ladner, 
Lynch and Selman i6]l.) If also C” is polynomial time reducible to C9 then C and C’ 
are called polynomial time equivalent. 
Let S be 11 subset of the plane R2. A graph is called S-planar if it has a topological 
realizaiion iln S. Thus S-pl;ilnar graphs are necessarily planar. 0f course if the interior 
of S is not emlpty, then the S-planar graphs are ea:ac tly the planar graphs. It icy well 
known that planar graphs can be recognized in polynomial time. As another example 
of S, let US consider t: :P, set S = ((x, 0): x E R}. The S-p!,anar graphs are precisely those 
whose connected components are paths. In this example too, S-planar graphs can be 
recognized in polynomial time This is not always the case. Our principal result is the 
following. 
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T”ropos . For every set of graphs C c 63 there exists a subset p(C) of the 
plane, such that C is polynomial time equivalent to the set of p(C)-planar iabeled 
graphs. 
In particular, there exist subsets of the plane for which graph embeddability has 
prescribed degree of unsolvability. A direct proof of the existence of plane sets for 
which graph embeddability 4s undecidable was given in [3]. 
For the proof of Reposition 3, we shall need the following particular family of 
graphs. For every integer n 2 4, let R, have as vertex set the group E,, x &, ancl edge 
set {{(i, 0), (i + 1, O)!, {(i,O), (i, l)}, {(f, 0), (e’+ 1, l)]: i E Z,}. R4 and I& appear 
in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
A graph isomorphic to R, will be called a ring 2f order n. Obviously every ring is 
Eulerian. A canonicalEuler tour for a ring R is one that first goes around the polygon 
spanned by the vertices of degree 4, before goi;lg through any vertex of degree 2. 
A graph H is said to be homeomorphically embeddable in a graph G, if H has a 
subdivision isomorphic to some subgraph of sOme subdivision of G. A family 
(Gi: i E I) of gra:phs are homeomorphically incomparable if no Gi is homeomorphic- 
ally embeddabk in Gj for i f j. 
Lemma 1. 77ie rings R,, n 2 4, are homeomorphically incomparable. 
Proof. Let J?, be any subdiivisior of R,. A vertex of d, having degree 4 must be 
already a vericx of degree 4 in R,. If u and v are two such vertices, then they are 
joined by 3 internally-disjoint paths in 8, if and only if they are adjacent in R,,. It 
follows that if R,*, has a subgraph H which is a subdivision of some ring of order m, 
then the vertices of degree 4 of H must induce a cycle of length nt in R,,. This is 
possible only if nz = n and the lemma follows. 
Letx =(x1,. . *, x,) be a non-null sequence of positive integers. We define the new 
sequences 
cYx= (4x1 v**,Xid, px=(xl,xl+xa,...,xl+ l ** +x,,). 
The fo!lowing is obvious: 
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I[,errr;ina 2, ~lrx and px ,a~ 1!Jo11ynorkal time ccrmpuMre inj&ive functions of x, their 
ranges arv pc~lynomiul t ;yne /‘e<:og&able in the set of&l sequences of integers, and their 
inverses artir also compcttabl’e h polynomial time. 
With the sequence ;u: 5 (Xz, . . . 9 x,) as above, let <ii be a ring of order xi + 3 for 
every 1 G i 6 c n. Choose a “vertex ui of degree 4 or1 each Gi and iden 5fy all the Vi, 
1 s i < n, assjuming rhe Gi &er-isk disjoint. We obtain a connected planar graph G. 
For each of the Gi let Ei I)e a canonical Eulei tour starting and ending at the 
distinguished vertex oi, T:hen E = E&2 l l l I!?, is an Euler tour of G. Label the 
vertices of Cc; in the order irt OP!hich t ey are first met b!r the Euler tour &‘. We obtain a 
labelled graph *yx. 
Lemma 3. e graph $1,1x is ccvzstructdde from x in pol,vnonzial time. The function y is 
injective. A labeled grQp& 6;’ cw be recognized in pol:ynomial time to belotig or not to the 
range of qj9 and x CUti be Cdmputed from yx in polyraomial time. 
Lemma 4. Let x =(x1,. . I K,) arrd y = (~1,.  . , yE,,) be two non-null sequences of 
positive integers. If x g y, tl!m y~trx and #tvy are homec.rzor,phically incomparable. 
Roof. If #CUX is h~~~;om.oQhic~~lly embeddable to y@y , then each block of @ax 
is homeomorplhi~~lly embcddable to some block of +a!~. Since all blocks of y&xx 
and ~@~lly are rings, it f,gll~‘lcS from Lemma 1 that ~\3aw isisomcrphic to a subgraph S 
of y&xy. In fact S must: be thl: union of certain blocks of ?&xy, and consequently the 
number fin .+ 1 of terms in t’he sequence &xx is at mosl: the iluni5er m + 1 of terms in 
flcr y, i.e. ~1’ <m,. On the othi:r ‘hand, the first term of l3a.x is tz, so t:lat some block B of S 
is a ring of ord,er n -t ?I,, l3t-tt B being also a block of y&y, some term of @cu y must 
equal n. Thus the first :and :!irNaIlest tern-r m of ,@ary is at most n, m s n, and this yields 
m = n. Consequently $ C~:~Ilr]!prises all the bllocks Iaf #ay, S = y&xy, and #ax is 
isomorphic to the entire graph ~@ary. Cllearly this is possible only if x = y, a 
contradiction. 
We now consider the coIml)osite function G + @la:;(G) defined on the set G of all 
labeled graI)hs. 
Lemma 5. ~@cvs( Gl c(:ln h? cdonstructed from G in polynomial time. Also it is decidable 
in poiynominl time if 4 ,@e@ k&4?d graph His isomorphic to some subdivision of some 
~@as(G), and if so 61: i$ unique/y determin#ed aml can be reconstructed from H in 
poly!zom!a I time 
Lemma 6, iTt is dec&&le in pol~rnomial time if 1;1 Z-connected labeled graph G is 
homeomorp~ica~lly e~t;e4Ma& to some ring. 
. AXI ab:solute ,:jeci@Qn algorithm ra,lns as follows on input G. (For the 
term inolog)? concerh& brid gles, see Bonciy and h/My [ 11.) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5‘ 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
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in 
Construct a cycle C and the set of its bridges; 
if two bridges of C overlap then goto 12; 
if all bridges of C are paths then gotol0; 
if C has more than one bridge then goto 12; 
comment C has now a unique bridge, which is not a path. Since G is 
&connected, this bridge has at least two vertices of attachment; 
Construct a path PB in the unique br ildge of C joining two distinct vertices of 
attachment x and y. Then construct a path Epc in C joining x and y. 
Consider the cycle C’ = Ps u F- ; 
if two bridges of C’ overlap tlherr goto 12; 
if all bridges of C’ are paths then goto 10; 
got0 12; 
answer “yes”; 
got0 13. 
answer “no”; 
comment The answer is now “yes” or “no” according to whether G is 
homeomorphically embeddable in some ring or not. 
end 
It can be verified without difficulty that the running time of this algorithm is 
polynomially bounded. 
A graph x3) isomo;?hiz to a subdivision of some yx, where x = (x1, . . . , x,,) is 
some non-null sequence of positive integers, is called a y - graph. If min (xi: 1 s i s 
n) 2 n, then 0 is called a smaN y-graph. If D is both a y-graph and a subgraph of a 
graph G, then it is called a y-subgraph of G. A y-subgraph of G not contained 
properly in any other y-subgraph is called a maximal y-s&gr@r. _ 
Lemma 7. Labeled y-graphs can be recognized in polynomial tkne. 
Lemma 8. Every y-graph homeomtirphically embeddable to some small y-gruph is 
small. If G is a labeled graph, then th’z y-graph y@xs(G) is not small, but every proper 
y-subgraph of ~&M(G) i’s small. 
Let now an arbitrary set C of labeled graphs be given. A finite graph G is called1 
C-admissible if: 
(i) ail blocks of G are homeomorphically embeddable to some ring, 
(ii) the maximal y-subgraphs of G are pairwise disjoint, 
(iii) each maximal y-subgraph of G is either small or it is isomorphic to a 
subdivision of y&s(H) for solme H E C. 
Lemma 9. 6%admissible labeled graphs can be recognized in polynomial time. 
bo;lf. AI absolute recognition algorithm ruw as follows on a labelled graph input 
G: 
Construct the set of blctcks of G ; 
if G ‘has a block; whkh is not homeomlorphically embeddable to any ring then 
got0 10; 
conomen~t ft foIllow:!; mw from Lemt la 1, that every subgrapl, of G that is 
isomorphic tco som: subdivision of some ring must ba: a block of G. Hence 
thlc member of maximal y-subgraphs of G is at most the number of cut 
vel tics; 
CoMruct the set I’ of all maximal y-subgrapils of G; 
if two distinct members of l? have a I,:ommon vertex then goto 10; 
Cor,:;truct he set I”’ of non-small me:mbers of’ 11; 
if I” Aas a member that is not isomolrphic to i:( subdivision of any y&s(H), 
dV E 43 then got0 10; 
answer “yes”; 
g1aD 13. ; 
answer %o”; 
camnent The answer is now “yes”’ or “no”, according to whether G is 
a3-adlmissible or not ; 
end 
The construction of all b:lorzk;s in statemenl 1 takes pal ynomia tlm?. From Lemma 
6 it follows that statement 2requires polynotnial time According to comment 3, and 
Lemma. 7, tlhe exclcution of statements 4 and 5 takes1 polynomial time. So does the 
execution of statement 6 :bec;kuse:, obviously, small sly-graphs can be recognized in 
polynomial time. FinaXly, ac~~x~rding to Lemma 5, stzitement 7 requires polynomial 
time. In conclusion, thle whole: algorithm ru’ls in pol;fnomia; time. 
Roof of Ilhrspa~csition 11.. Let 7’ be a one-way infinite path. Assume that the vertices 
of T are in biject ive correspondence with the set 4 tf all &admissible connected 
labeled graphs, graph G (21) corresponding to vertdsx v. For every v let 8(u) be an 
‘isomorphic copy a+ G(v ),, having with T only the lsertex v in common. Assume 
that the dlifere.nt G(v)1 are. p&wise disjoint. (The gr;lphs 6(v) are not labeled any 
more.) For every C c G let g(C) be the union of YP and of all the C-admissible 
G(U). Zince all. rings and 1ner:ce all C-admissible graphs are planar, it follows from 
the construction of the ir$nite g,raph g(C) that it is planar i&elf. In fact it has 
a represent~~tion in the plating: !30 that every bounded subset of #the plane is disjoint 
from aI but a finite number of vertices and edges;, We define i?(C) to be any such 
representation. 
All subgrap1h.s and subcliv:isionsi of a C-aclmiss if& graph arl: C-admissible. For 
every finite gralpl;l G the fr:,lll3wing conditions sre c:ql lival(;nt: 
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(i) G is C-admissible, 
(ii) G is isomorphic to some subgraph of g(C), 
(iii) G has a planar representation in iv(C). 
Let C c Q;; be fixed. Let G be a labeled graph. According to Lemma 5, we can 
construct @OS(G) in polynomial time. Then G E C if and only if the y-graph 
@as(G) is p(C)- planar. Thus C is polynomial time reducible to the set of JP (C)- 
planar graphs. Conversely, suppose we want to decide whether G is p(C)-planar, i.e. 
whether G is C-admissible. First we test if G fulfills the necessary condition of being 
&admissible. According to Lemma 9 this can be done in polynomial time. If G is 
G-admissible, then each y-subgraph of G must be a union of some blocks of G 
having a common cut vertex, and any two maximal y-subgraphs art; disjoint. We can 
construct all non-sm;hll maximal y-subgraphs in polynomial time. I-et this number be 
n. By G-admissibility, they must be isomorphic to sub-divisions of graphs 
rPasW1), l * l 9 rPMH,), where HI, . . . , Hn E G. Clearly G 1s C-admissible if and 
only if P& . . . , Hn are all in C. This sholws that p(C)-planar graphs are also 
polynomial time reducible to C. The equivalence claimed in Proposition 1 is proved. 
Instead of topological embeddability we can consider ordinary graph embed- 
dability into infinite graphs. Given a gra.ph G, let sub G (resp. fulsub G) be the set of 
labeled graphs isomorphic to some sutbgraph (resp. induced subgraph) of G. Of 
course if G is finite, then so are the sets sub G and fullsub G. In the preceding proof of 
Proposition 1, we have defined for every C s G an infinite graph g(C). Clearly we 
have the following: 
Proposition 2. For every set of graphs C c 63 there exists an infinite graph g(C) such 
that C and sub g(C) are polynomial time eqteivalent and fullsub g(C) = sub g(C) 
Remark. The reductions given in this paper are in fact polynomial time conjunctive 
reductions (a strengthened form of polynomial time truth-table reduction, see [6] 
and [7]). Hence all the state equivalences are polynomial time conjunctive 
equivalences. 
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